The genre of personal advertisements is relatively new; nevertheless, various branches of the social and linguistic sciences deal with this text type since personal advertisements refl ect social behaviour and attitudes and thus may provide information about language and society. The present paper studies personal advertisements from the perspective of text colonies and compares printed and online advertisements in order to explore the language manifestations of the communicative strategies employed by the two media. The study is carried out on advertisements published in The Times and placed on the dating website datingdirect.com.
Introduction
In contemporary society, personal or 'lonely hearts' advertisements play an important role in seeking a potential partner. Many people use this way of meeting their ideal counterpart to solve the problem of loneliness, which has become a symptom of lifestyle of contemporary western society (Vlčková 1996) . Technical innovations introduced over the past few years have attempted to make communication between people easier; on the other hand, since such communication does not involve face-to-face interaction, it may provoke a feeling of alienation. However, loneliness is not the only reason which prompts people to seek partners via advertisements. It is also the anonymity of the matrix of personal advertisements that makes them attractive to many people.
Personal advertisements fi rst appeared in newspapers about 300 years ago and since then they have changed considerably with respect to their structure and character. In the beginning, this way of seeking partners was regarded as suspect or humiliating, or thought of as an admission of personal failure. People placing advertisements were automatically understood as bad, ugly, and unwanted. It was not until the twentieth century that personal ads gained in respectability and began to be accepted as an ordinary way of meeting new people (Cocks 2009 ). In the 1980s and 1990s this genre also caught the interest of sociologists, sociolinguists and linguists. Currently, personal advertisements are understood as a valuable source of information about society and culture, since they refl ect social beliefs, values and habits.
The present paper attempts to contribute to the study of text colonies by comparing printed personal advertisements with their "modern cousins" (Cocks 2009 ), i.e. advertisements placed on the Internet. Although in the recent past, newspapers and magazines published the majority of personal ads (Vlčková 2000) , nowadays, thanks to the expansion of Internet use, these advertisements appear predominantly on various dating websites. Thus, this paper focuses on personal advertisements from the perspective of text colonies and compares printed and online personal advertisements in order to explore the language manifestations of the communicative strategies employed by the two media. For this purpose, 100 personal advertisements (PAD) from The Times and the website datingdirect.com were chosen and analysed, 50 advertisements from each (PAD 1-50 from The Times, PAD 51-100 from datingdirect.com). Printed advertisements come from two issues published on September 10, 2011 and November 25, 2011. Advertisements taken from the website datingdirect.com come from the period from April 12, 2010 to March 7, 2011. The choice of ads was random. As for the media used for the present analysis, The Times is a traditional British daily newspaper based in London, having the British middle class as its target group. The website datingdirect.com is a British dating website where people may attempt to contact a potential partner. It is the UK branch of the Meetic Group, which was established in 2001 and is the largest online dating and chat service in the world, though known under diff erent names across Europe. Unlike The Times, which targets educated people of middle age, this website does not have any particular range of users or visitors; it focuses on the general public and, thus, clients aged 18 and above and of all social classes and religions may use its services.
The concept of text colonies
The term discourse colony was fi rst used by Hoey in his 1986 paper "The Discourse Colony" (Tomášková 2008) . The subtitle of this paper -"A Preliminary Study of a Neglected Discourse Type" -was intended to draw the attention of linguists to a special text-type which was neglected and disregarded at that time, and thus to diff erentiate it from mainstream text, i.e. continuous types of text, such as novels or essays (ibid.). As Hoey (2001) emphasizes, people encounter discourse colonies every day and more frequently than mainstream texts; therefore, they deserve adequate attention. The terms 'discourse colony', 'text colony' (Tárnyiková 2002) , or 'colony text' (Dontcheva-Navratilova 2006) thus defi ne a specifi c type of text whose key feature is discontinuity. As Tomášková 
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(2008) states, some colonies (e.g. TV guides, shopping lists, advertisements, class lists, telephone books, dictionaries, cookery books) are created from a set of components whose mutual connection is almost impossible, while others (CVs, FAQs or thesis review assessments) intentionally change their structure and become colonies. Hoey labels colonies "Cinderella texts" since these kinds of text "received short shrift from discourse analysts as well, if indeed they have been noticed at all" (Hoey 1996: 150) , which, according to Hoey, is not a consequence of their low signifi cance but of "a restricted notion of reading as a linear processing of text" (ibid.). The role of the reader when dealing with a text colony is thus diff erent. One can skim colonies, making general connections between sentences; read them carefully, perceiving connections between sentences with great care; or scan them, seeking only those pieces of information that are somehow relevant or important to oneself (Hoey 2001) . The last mentioned strategy is typical of most text colonies, including personal advertisements. For instance, for better reader orientation, advertisements in The Times are divided into four sections, i.e. Women seeking men, Men seeking women, Men seeking men, and Women seeking women. Thus, when a reader goes through the ads, he/she does not need to read every one, but probably aims his/her attention at one section only. Another option is to scan ads for particular information or features, e.g. age of advertiser, fi rst line of the advertisement, particular key words. As far as advertisements published on the Internet are concerned, seeking relevant information in such ads is much easier than in the case of The Times since suitable advertisements are displayed according to fi lter settings which specify the required features of a potential partner, e.g. age, location, hair colour, interests. Thus, one can browse only the ads meeting these requirements.
Analysis of the text-colony features of personal advertisements
To characterize and describe the basic features of text colonies, Hoey uses an analogy from the natural world, comparing the structural principles of colonies in terms of a metaphor involving beehives. He suggests a working defi nition of this text-type, stating that "a colony is a discourse whose component parts do not derive their meaning from the sequence in which they are placed" (Hoey 2001: 75) and adds that "if the parts are jumbled, the utility may be aff ected but the meaning remains the same" (ibid.). Besides the key feature of colony texts presented in this tentative defi nition, Hoey identifi es eight further features (Hoey 2001: 75-87) . In the following lines these features of text colonies will be applied to both printed and on-line advertisements and examples will be included:
1) The meaning of a discourse colony is not derived from the sequence of its components;
Both advertisements in The Times and on the website datingdirect.com are placed in a sequence but do not derive their meaning from their position in the sequence, which is manifested in the following example extracted from The Times: 2) Adjacent units do not form continuous prose; Neither ads published in The Times nor those placed on datingdirect.com form continuous prose; i.e. they are not connected (cf. Example 1 above).
3) There needs to be a framing context providing conditions for the interpretation of the text; A framing context is important in order to interpret personal advertisements as such. In The Times, a double page is devoted to personal advertisements. The ads are not placed randomly but, as has already been mentioned, are organized into four sections and, thus, the reader going through the advertisements needs only to focus on the section that he/she is interested in. Advertisements published in The Times contain bare text, without titles, subtitles, or photographs. As for datingdirect.com, the framing context is the website itself. Obviously, the names of the websites usually indicate their orientation towards personal advertisements, e.g. date.com, match.com, speeddate.com etc. A website in general may be seen as a hypertext, whose specifi c basis is its organization, in which texts are interconnected by various links so as to allow the user to focus his/her attention on the target information without needing to go through all the available hypertext (Tomášková 2008) . This is exactly how advertisements published on datingdirect.com work. Each ad takes up one page and if the reader wishes to read another advertisement, he/she has to follow various references (hyperlinks), e.g. New people, Members online, Search, Connections etc. After clicking on one of the hyperlinks or setting the requirements for potential partners, previews of suitable advertisements containing the age and/or location of the advertiser along with the introductory sentence of the ad and a photo appear on the screen. The reader may then simply click on any of the displayed previews and read the full advertisement. It is evident that, in this case, graphics (titles, subtitles, pictures, tables, and numbers) play a signifi cant role in creating a framing context and understanding the colony as a cohesive and coherent whole. As apparent from the examples above, the advertisers use the detached form of identifi cation (Vlčková 2000) , i.e. identifying themselves and the potential partner as a female/male, lady/gentleman etc., with the verb in the third person, which has been the traditional way of self-identifi cation from the very beginning of the existence of personal advertisements (Cocks 2009 ). In the case of datingdirect.com, the advertisers use various nicknames to identify themselves. Very generally, nicknames may be either self-referential or non-self-referential. Self-referential nicknames are further divided into two categories, i.e. self-related and apparent real names, which can be fi rst name, last name, both, or initials (Herring, Stein & Virtanen 2013) . Non-referential nicknames are connected with, for example, "a fantasy description (topdude, V Š 70 sexstar), (…) a mythical character or role (rockman, elfslayer)" (Crystal 2004: 50) , a personality feature, a location, an interest, or the occupation of the advertiser. Some nicknames, on the other hand, are created by a seemingly random combination of letters and/or numbers whose meaning is probably known only to the advertiser (cf. Example 3). As for self-identifi cation and identifi cation of the partner, in the introduction the advertisers also use the detached form, but if they include a mainstream text in their profi le, they use the fi rst person when identifying themselves, and the second person when addressing their potential partner (cf. Example 6 in Section 4). 5) A component of a colony may be used without referring to other components; Similarly to encyclopaedias, dictionaries, or cookery books (Hoey 2001) , personal advertisements in both The Times and on datingdirect.com do not need to be used with reference to other personal advertisements or other components of the newspaper/website. 6) Components may reappear in new confi gurations; Generally, this feature represents rather a structural possibility and is not typical of personal advertisements as text colonies. In The Times, individual advertisements may reappear in new confi gurations; they may be republished in other issues. On datingdirect.com, it depends exclusively on the advertiser herself/himself whether s/he places her/his ad or rather personal profi le on one or more websites and whether s/he uses the same information or changes some items. 7) Components may be added, removed or altered; In this respect, there is an important diff erence between the media. In The Times, completely new components (individual advertisements) appear in each issue. On the website datingdirect.com, the components permanently change, i.e. some advertisements are added while others are removed when they have accomplished their goal, or due to other reasons. com perform the same function, i.e. to identify the advertiser's personality and requirements and to elicit a response from a potential partner. 9) Jumbling components may aff ect the utility of the colony but the meaning remains unchanged; This applies to advertisements from both The Times and datingdirect.com. Components (individual advertisements) may be jumbled but the meaning of the whole remains coherent although the utility may be aff ected if, for example, in The Times ads by men and women were mixed up. As for the online ads, these are jumbled continuously according to the selected criteria.
10) Based on previous research, Dontcheva-Navratilova adds the tenth feature: the use of controlled language, i.e. "language use characterised by considerable restrictions on text organization, and grammatical and lexical choice" (2006: 45). Personal advertisements in both media are characterized by their language, which uses a limited set of lexico-grammatical patterns. In The Times, the restrictive factor is space. The advertisers use the same syntactic structure with a limited variation in lexis. One of the variations is presented in Example 4, where PAD 44 contains a main verb while in PAD 24 the verb phrase is absorbed in the acronym WLTM: With respect to datingdirect.com, the space restrictions are substantially lower; an advertisement in the form of mainstream text may contain from 50 to 2,000 characters, such texts naturally including a wider range of lexico-grammatical patterns (for more details about mainstream text, including examples, cf. the following section).
Analysis of simple and complex colonies
Colonies and mainstream texts need not be strictly separated; they may be embedded in each other. As Hoey remarks, "a colony may be embedded inside (Hoey 2001: 76) . The hierarchical structure mentioned by Hoey is the criterion according to which DontchevaNavratilova (2006) classifi es text colonies into simple (colony components only) and complex (colony and/or mainstream components) (Dontcheva-Navratilova 2006: 47) .
Personal advertisements can be defi ned as sub-colonies of classifi ed advertisements, which are themselves sub-colonies of newspapers since, as Hoey states, "a newspaper is a colony whose component parts are themselves colonies, e.g. the sports page contains football results" (Hoey 2001) . Obviously, newspapers are examples of the above-mentioned embedded colonies. Nevertheless, as the following analysis shows, personal ads published in various media diff er in the presence or absence of mainstream components.
Personal advertisements published in The Times are examples of simple colonies since they contain only colony components, while personal advertisements placed on the Internet website datingdirect.com belong either to simple or complex colonies since they often, but not always, contain both colony and mainstream components. There are several diff erences between both types where the basic diff erence is obvious -the advertisements diff er in their length and thus in the amount of information provided. Compare the following examples: As stated above, PAD 90 represents a mere introduction, followed by detailed information concerning appearance, personality, interests, and the potential partner provided in the form of a "questionnaire". Mainstream texts are often embedded in this questionnaire and their lengths can diff er signifi cantly between individual advertisements, ranging from one to eight paragraphs (one paragraph contains an average of 6 lines). Some of the advertisers use this continuous text to develop the introductory part, describing themselves and their dream partner (in this case, 29 advertisers) in more detail; some focus on describing
their potential partner (13); and some write about their ambitions and desires, or recount interesting stories from their lives (8). The role of the mainstream text and its information value thus diff er across individual advertisements. In fact, we can distinguish three variants of combinations of colony components with mainstream text. First, colony components and mainstream text are in balance, i.e. each provides diff erent pieces of information and thus they simply complement each other. Second, the mainstream text represents the core information containing details of the advertiser and his/her requirements with respect to the potential partner and/or the preferred type of relationship. Colony components providing only additional information then complete the frame. An example of this second variant is the whole mainstream text taken from PAD 99, which, together with the attached photo revealing the advertiser's appearance, provides an overall idea of the advertiser and the specifi c type of preferred relationship. The third variant is present when the role of the mainstream text is not referential but interpersonal, aiming at emotional and phatic meanings. (cf. Example 7).
Example 7: [PAD 51] I would describe myself as fun and outgoing with a good sense of humour, though if I didn't describe myself like that, it would probably be a cause for concern!!! I can also be described as S-exy I-ntelligent N-ice G-enerous L-oving E-xciting. datingdirect.com, April 26, 2010 The mainstream text here has a psychological rather than an informative character, i.e. it draws on word play, humour, and emotions and thus is supposed to appeal to a certain type of reader. Obviously, the mainstream component in this example could easily be left out since all important information is contained in the questionnaire (in this case, the advertiser fi lled in 70 out of 81 boxes in the questionnaire; detailed description of the boxes is provided below).
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These three diff erent variants are used approximately equally by 26 out of the 50 internet advertisers; however, the rest, i.e. 24 advertisers, did not upload a mainstream text at all and thus the information structure of their ads must benefi t merely from the colony components. This is connected with another diff erence between printed and online advertisements, one which is related to their structural organization.
As has already been indicated, advertisers in The Times are signifi cantly limited by space since someone wishing to place an ad needs to contact the paper by phone in order to dictate a text of no more than 25 words and to record a short voice greeting telling people more about him/herself. On the other hand, there is no form to fi ll in, and no instruction on how to A signifi cant diff erence between printed and online advertisements lies also in the graphical presentation. Most advertisers from datingdirect.com attach a photo to their ads, which is one of the strategies used to attract the attention of the readers. In this case, it is one of the sources of information and completes the frame created by colony and mainstream components. The overwhelming majority of advertisers who attach their photo do not describe their appearance and focus more on their personality, interests and idea of their potential partner. The Times, by contrast, provides space merely for text, without the possibility to attach a photo. Moreover, there are no titles, subtitles or other graphical devices completing the advertising text, except for the use of bold type for the fi rst line of each advertisement. The only titles that can be found on the whole page are those introducing the individual sections (Men seeking women, Women seeking men, Men seeking men, Women seeking women).
Conclusion
This study dealt with personal advertisements as text colonies with the aim of comparing printed and online advertisements in terms of the presence of text-colony features. Specifi cally, the focus was on diff erences in the structural organization of printed and online personal advertisements in relation to the presence or absence of mainstream text and its function and position within the text.
As has been stated in previous studies (e.g. Dontcheva-Navratilova 2006), not all kinds of text colonies must necessarily include all ten features of such colonies. We can distinguish between central colonies, displaying all or most of the basic features, such as telephone books, dictionaries, or encyclopaedias, and peripheral colonies, displaying about half of the features, such as shopping lists or letters pages (Hoey 2001 , Dontcheva-Navratilova 2006 , and Tomášková 2008 . This study confi rms that both printed and online personal advertisements utilize the majority of the features suggested by Hoey (2001) and, thus, that they represent a central type of text colony, which is in conformity with Tárnyiková's (2002: 270) fi ndings demonstrating that personal advertisements "represent socially structured, mostly routine-based (standardised) text colonies."
The diff erence between printed and online advertisements in terms of the presence of text-colony features is in their personalization strategies, in which advertisers in The Times identify themselves in terms of the classifi cation categories while the authors of personal profi les on datingdirect.com identify themselves by nicknames. Another diff erence lies in text organization: advertisers in The Times are limited by space while such restrictions are substantially lower on the datingdirect.com website.
Like all other studies, this one also faced certain limitations. The advertisements were chosen randomly from a single newspaper and a single website and, thus, the results might diff er if advertisements were analysed from more sources. Also, the website datingdirect.com, as part of the dynamic Internet world, often changes the layout of personal profi les and modifi es its requirements with respect to its advertisers, which infl uences the relevance of the results. Nevertheless, the present study may perhaps serve as a useful reference and a springboard for further research into the development of online personal advertisements.
